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Gratitude: thankfulness, feeling of obligation, sense of obligation. Acknowledgment, recognition,
thanksgiving, giving thanks; thankful good will.
“One can never pay in gratitude; one can only pay “in kind” somewhere else in life.”
Anne Morrow Lindbergh
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spilled into the street. Eventually the officers
walked away, leaving the man twitching in the
Now juxtapose that against what our children
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have seen and experienced in just a few short
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“Gratitude unlocks
the fullness of life.
It turns what we
have into enough,
and more. It turns
denial into
acceptance, chaos
to order, confusion
to clarity. It can
turn a meal into a
feast, a house into
a home, a stranger
into a friend.
Gratitude makes
sense of our past,
brings peace for
today, and creates
a vision for
tomorrow.”
–Melody Beattie
“Remember that not to
be happy is not to be
grateful.”
–Elizabeth Carter
“To speak gratitude
is courteous and
pleasant, to enact
gratitude is generous
and noble, but to live
gratitude is to touch
Heaven.”
–Johannes A.
Gaertner

Book List
Hannah and the Whistling
Teakettle
by Mindy Warshaw Skolsky
Thank you, Mr. Falker
by Pa tricia Polacco
Silver Packages
by Cynthia Gylant
Grandad’s Prayers of the
Earth
by Douglas Wood
Best Friends
by Loretta Krupinski

One scholar recently noted that “one change of shoes and one change of clothing
puts us in the top 5 percent of human beings who walk on this planet. If one change of
shoes puts us in the top 5 percent, where does a car put us? Where does the chance for
a college education put us? [One individual] figured out that we had one chance in
20,400,000 of being born where we are today with all that we have (Serving with
Strength , p. 59).
So at this season of Thanksgiving, I am filled with gratitude for the richness of our
lives. Despite occasional problems and trials, each of us is a cornucopia overflowing
with abundance. I am grateful to live in a society and community that possess values.
I am grateful for the opportunity my children have to receive an education. I am
grateful for supportive family and dear friends who help make my life rich and
meaningful. And I am grateful to all who work and live in this community and make it
the wonderful place it is.
By Shawn D. Moon
Lindon Resident

Family Activities
–Instead of the usual Christmas greeting, write a Thanksgiving holiday
newsletter that lists blessings for which each family member is grateful.
–Keep a daily gratitude journal listing three different blessings each day.
–Play the “Memory Game of Thanksgiving.” The first person tells what he is
thankful for. (“I am thankful for animals.”) The second person tells what the first
said, then adds another blessing. (“I am thankful for animals and balloons.”) Play
continues.
–Marie Sklodowska Curie was born in Warsaw, Poland on November 7, 1867.
Madame Curie studied mathematics, physics, and chemistry in Paris and became
famous for her research on radioactivity. Later, she received a Nobel Prize in
physics and also one in chemistry. Said Madame Curie, “All my life through, the
new sights of Nature made me rejoice like a child.” How does the ability to be
aware help in making scientific dis coveries as well as in having gratitude?

We, at Character Connection would like to focus on helping parents access character materials this year by using
the web site located at www.thecharacterconnection.com. If you are interested in receiving a monthly reminder of
the character traits and access to resource materials, please e -mail your address to arlainea@isquaredinc.com
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